
Regular Prints (2:3 & 4:3 Ratio)

Size (Up To) Budget Print Premium Print Deckled (torn edges 
on cotton rag prints)

Window Matting (not inc print) Std Framing + Window Matt 
(plus print)

A4 (210x297mm) $10.00 $20.00 + $2.00 + $22.00 + $160.00

A3 (297x420mm) $15.00 $30.00 + $2.00 + $30.00 + $190.00

A3+ (330x482mm) $20.00 $40.00 + $2.00 + $35.00 + $200.00

A2 (420x594mm) $30.00 $60.00 + $3.00 + $40.00 + $240.00

A1 (594x841mm) $50.00 $100.00 + $5.00 + $55.00 + $270.00

A0 (841x1189mm) $100.00 $160.00 + $10.00 + $85.00 + $380.00

Additional print services: 
Scanning 35mm negative / slide  + $30.00 (Includes Dropbox delivery of digital file) 
Scanning print (Original smaller than A3) + $30.00 (Includes Dropbox delivery of digital file) 
Retouching / image manipulation  + $100 per hour (Billed in 15 minute increments) 
DVD Copy of Scans or Files   + $10.00 per disc 
Application of protective spray  + $10 per print 

Note: Prints larger than A3 are delivered rolled unless otherwise requested and protective folder supplied. 
Folders available for purchase: 
A2 $10.00 
A1 $15.00 

Standard frame options: Black, white or silver 3 or 4cm timber frame with single proportionate sized matt board.

Panoramic Prints (2:1 & 3:1 Ratio)

Size (Long Edge) Budget Print Premium Print Deckled (torn 
edges on cotton rag 
prints)

Window Matting (not inc print) Std Framing + Window Matt (plus 
print)

300mm $10.00 $20.00 + $2.00 + $22.00 + $160.00

400mm $15.00 $30.00 + $2.00 + $30.00 + $190.00

500mm $20.00 $40.00 + $2.00 + $35.00 + $200.00

600mm $30.00 $60.00 + $3.00 + $40.00 + $220.00

800mm $40.00 $80.00 + $5.00 + $55.00 + $250.00

1000mm $50.00 $100.00 + $10.00 + $85.00 + $350.00

Square Prints (1:1 Ratio)

Size Budget Print Premium Print Deckled (torn 
edges on cotton rag 
prints)

Window Matting (not inc print) Std Framing + Window Matt (plus 
print)

300mm $20.00 $40.00 + $2.00 + $30.00 + $160.00

400mm $25.00 $50.00 + $2.00 + $40.00 + $190.00

500mm $30.00 $60.00 + $2.00 + $45.00 + $200.00

600mm $40.00 $80.00 + $3.00 + $65.00 + $220.00

800mm $80.00 $140.00 + $5.00 + $75.00 + $250.00

1000mm $100.00 $160.00 + $10.00 + $125.00 + $350.00
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Bulk Printing 111cm (44 inch) Roll Width

Paper Type Cost (per linear 
metre)

Trimming (per 
metre)

Ilford Gallerie Smooth Pearl 310gsm $100.00 $20.00

Ilford Fine Art Matt Smooth 220gsm $130.00 $20.00

Ilford Fine Art Matt Textured 220gsm $130.00 $20.00

Ilford Mono Silk (Black & White Only) $130.00 $20.00

Ilford Gold Cotton Smooth 330gsm $160.00 $30.00

Ilford Gold Cotton Textured 330gsm $160.00 $30.00

Ilford Smooth Fine Art Canvas 375gsm $160.00 $40.00

Bulk Printing 61cm (24 inch) Roll Width

Paper Type Cost (per linear 
metre)

Trimming (per 
metre)

Ilford Gallerie Smooth Pearl 310gsm $60.00 $10.00

Ilford Fine Art Matt Smooth 220gsm $80.00 $10.00

Ilford Fine Art Matt Textured 220gsm $80.00 $10.00

Ilford Mono Silk (Black & White Only) $80.00 $10.00

Ilford Gold Cotton Smooth 330gsm $100.00 $15.00

Ilford Gold Cotton Textured 330gsm $100.00 $15.00

Ilford Smooth Fine Art Canvas 375gsm $100.00 $25.00

Note: Bulk printing will be delivered rolled unless trimming is requested. Trimmed 
prints larger than A3 are delivered rolled unless otherwise requested and 
protective folder supplied. 
Folders available for purchase: 
A2 $10.00 
A1 $15.00
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Canvas Printing

Canvas Sizes (Face of canvas 
when hung)

Print only (Size inc 
10cm wrap)

Stretching Prices 
(Plus Print)

200x300mm $35.00 + $37.00

300x450mm $55.00 + $45.00

400x500mm $70.00 +$60.00

400x600mm $70.00 + $70.00

500x600mm $75.00 + $75.00

500x750mm $80.00 + $75.00

750x1000mm $125.00 + $125.00

1000x1500mm $240.00 + $190.00

305x305mm $45.00 + $40.00

450x450mm $55.00 + $55.00

610x610mm $70.00 + $70.00

800x800mm $110.00 + $110.00

1000x1000mm $160.00 + $160.00

400x200mm $45.00 + $37.00

600x300mm $60.00 + $60.00

800x400mm $95.00 + $90.00

1000x500mm $120.00 + $110.00

300x900mm $70.00 + $100.00

400x1200mm $140.00 + $120.00

500x1500mm $170.00 + $160.00

600x1200mm $210.00 + $190.00

800x2400mm $380.00 + $250.00

1000x3000mm $420.00 + $290.00
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Sizes are intended as a guide. Any size and aspect ratio can be printed to a 
maximum 1000mm shortest side. 
Wrap mirrored unless specified otherwise. Image wrap, stretch, black, white or 
colour also available on request. 

Canvas sealing  $30.00 
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